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We present two techniques that can greatly reduce the number of gates required for ground state
preparation in quantum simulations. The first technique realizes that to prepare the ground state
of some Hamiltonian, it is not necessary to implement the time-evolution operator: any unitary
operator which is a function of the Hamiltonian will do. We propose one such unitary operator
which can be implemented exactly, circumventing any Taylor or Trotter approximation errors. The
second technique is tailored to lattice models, and is targeted at reducing the use of generic singlequbit rotations, which are very expensive to produce by distillation and synthesis fault-tolerantly. In
particular, the number of generic single-qubit rotations used by our method scales with the number
of parameters in the Hamiltonian, which contrasts with a growth proportional to the lattice site
required by other techniques.

The simulation of quantum systems is one of the main
foreseen applications of quantum computers [1, 2], it
can be used to predict the properties of materials [3–
6], molecules [7], quantum fields [8], etc. There are two
conceptual ingredients to a quantum simulation, corresponding roughly to statics and dynamics. The static
part consists in preparing an initial state of physical interest. Because we are typically interested in low-energy
properties, we will often require to prepare the quantum
computer in the ground state |φ0 i of the simulated system’s Hamiltonian H. Dynamics consists in reproducing
the effect of the time-evolution operator U (t) = e−iHt .
While methods to produce the time-evolution operator
have been known for decades [1, 2], the static problem is
often the bottleneck of quantum simulations.
Simulating the dynamics of a quantum system on a
quantum computer requires a quantum circuit which
(approximately) reproduces the time-evolution operator
U (t) = e−iHt . The two standard approaches are the
Trotter-Suziki decomposition [2, 8] and Taylor expansions [9], in addition to recent advances based on quantum signal processing [10], all of which realize an approximation of U (t) with controllable systematic errors. While
the ideas presented in this Letter are primarily intended
to simplify the static problem, the unary encoding technique we present can also be used to reduce the number
of gates in dynamical simulations based on Taylor series.
The ability to reproduce the dynamics U (t) of a quantum system on a quantum computer also provides a
means to solve the static problem. This is because, employing quantum phase estimation [11–13], the circuit
implementing U (t) can be used to perform a projective
energy measurement. Thus, given a good approximation
|φ̃0 i of the ground state |φ0 i, an energy measurement
should collapse the wavefunction onto the ground state
with reasonable probability |hφ0 |φ̃0 i|2 .
The state |φ̃0 i could be obtained from various approximations such as mean-field. When no simple good ap-

proximation |φ̃0 i exists, we can express the Hamiltonian
H = H0 +V as a sum of some simple term H0 of which we
can easily prepare the ground state, and an “interaction”
term V . Then, the Hamiltonian H(g) = H0 + gV has a
simple ground state at g = 0 and its ground state at g = 1
is the one we want to prepare. We can thus initialize the
quantum computer in the ground state |φ0 (g = 0)i of
H(0), and perform a sequence of measurements which,
with high probability, will result in the state |φ0 (1)i.
The main idea [14] is that for |g − g 0 | sufficiently small,
the probability |hφ0 (g)|φ0 (g 0 )i|2 that a measurement of
H(g 0 ) performed on |φ0 (g)i results in the ground energy
should be close to 1. We thus choose a sequence of interaction strengths 0 = g0 < g1 < g2 < . . . < gN = 1
and perform a sequence of energy measurement using
phase estimation of the time-evolution operator U (j, t) =
e−iH(gj )t . As predicted by the quantum Zeno effect, a
sequence of almost identical measurements should drag
the state in the measurement basis with high probability
QN
2
j=1 |hφ0 (gj−1 )|φ0 (gj )i| . This method can be shown
to be equivalent to adiabatic evolution [15, 16], but has
the advantage that only time evolution under a timeindependent Hamiltonian is required. Other methods to
prepare the ground state include quantum Metropolis
sampling [17, 18], and Grover search [19].
The time-evolution operator is used jointly with quantum phase estimation to realize an energy measurement.
This simply builds on the fact that H and U (t) share
the same eigenstates |φk i and, for sufficiently small t ≤
π/kHk, have a one-to-one mapping between their eigenvalues, Ek and e−iEk t respectively. Clearly, this is true
for many other function of the Hamiltonian f (H), in
particular functions that are Lipschitz continuous at E0 .
The first technique we present uses ideas from quantum
walks [20], Taylor expansions [9], and the related Qubitization [21] to build a unitary transformation W which
is a simple function of H. The unitary transformation
W has the advantage of being implementable exactly in
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an ideal quantum circuit using roughly the same number
of gates as required by a single Trotter step or a single
segment of a first-order Taylor approximation.
The second technique we present becomes motivated
once we realize that not all gates in a quantum circuit
have the same cost. In standard approaches to faulttolerant quantum computation [22–25], Clifford gates
(CNOT, Hadamard, S = diag(1, i)) are realized in an intrinsically fault-tolerant way. An extra gate is obtained
by magic state distillation [26–30]. It can be either a
Toffoli
= control-control-not, or T = diag(1, eiπ/4 ), or
√
SWAP, or control-SWAP. These gates share the property of belonging to the third level of the Clifford hierarchy [31], so they can be distilled by standard methods
and together with the Clifford gates they form a universal gate set. Thus, any single-qubit rotation can be
approximated by a sequence of universal gates in a protocol called gate synthesis [32–36]. The overhead associated
with distillation and synthesis scales poly-logarithmically
with the inverse targeted accuracy δ, and the constant
pre-factors are large, making the cost of third-level gates
substantially larger than Clifford gates, and the cost of
generic single-qubit rotation even more so.
All the simulations methods mentioned above make use
of the fact that the Hamiltonian is sparse in some natural basis, or typically that it can be written as a sum
PN
of terms H = j=1 αj Pj where N grows polynomially
with the system size n (the number of particles or lattice
size). For instance, if there can be at most k qubits involved in each interaction term, N would scale like nk 3k .
Since there are N real parameters βj in this Hamiltonian, the quantum circuit for U (t) requires a number of
generic single-qubit rotations that scales like N . In lattice models however, such as encountered in condensedmatter physics or lattice field and gauge theories, many
of the αj have the same value. For instance the Hubbard
P
P
model HHubbard = −t hi,ji,σ c†i,σ cj,σ + U j c†i↑ ci↑ c†i↓ ci↓
P
P
or the Ising model HIsing = g j Xj + J hi,ji Zi Zj each
contain only a single real parameter U/t and J/g respectively.
The above parameter counting argument suggest that
it may in principle be possible to realize the timeevolution operator of such systems using only a constant number of generic single-qubit rotations. The
second technique we present realizes this expectation
by replacing these N generic single-qubit rotations by
third-level gates, hence avoiding the cost of synthesis.
If we denote by CD (δ) the cost of distilling a thirdlevel gate and CS (δ) the cost of synthesising a generic
single-qubit rotation, then the cost of our method is
mCD (δ)CS (δ) + N CD (δ) where m is the number of αj
with distinct values, while each Trotter step requires
N CD (δ)CC (δ). Our method can straightforwardly be incorporated into the Taylor series method to obtain similar savings.
Spectrum by Quantum Walk — To prepare the ground
state of Hamiltonian H, our approach is to realize a sim-

ple quantum circuit W which does not implement a unitary time evolution U (t) but some other function of the
Hamiltonian. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the Hamiltonian is non-negative H ≥ 0 and that it can
PN
be expressed as H = j=0 αj Pj where the Pj are multiqubit Pauli operators and P0 = I. We rescale the HamilPN
tonian by a factor N = j=0 |αj | ∈ O(N ) and note
H̄ =

X
H
=
|βj |2 Pj ,
N
j

(1)

P
and it follows that j |βj |2 = 1. Note that any sign of
αj can be absorbed in the definition of Pj . Obviously
this rescaling does not affect the eigenstates, but it does
change the spectral gap by a factor N and this will be
important when comparing this algorithms to ones based
on Trotter expansions.
The unitary transformation W we construct acts on
n+log(N +1) qubits, i.e., the n system qubits and log(N +
1) control qubits whose basis states |ji are in one-toone correspondence with the (N + 1) terms Pj of the
Hamiltonian. There exists an invariant subspace of W
on which the spectrum of W is a simple function of H.
By initializing the quantum computer to that subspace,
we thus obtain the desired effect.
Following [9, 21], define |βi, B, S and V as follows
X
|βi = B|0i =
βj |ji,
(2)
j
†

S = B (I − 2|0ih0|)B = (I − 2|βihβ|) ⊗ I,
X
V =
|jihj| ⊗ Pj .

and (3)
(4)

j

For any eigenstate H̄|φk i = Ek |φk i, both S and V
preserve the subspace spanned by the orthonormal states
X
|ϕ0k i =
βj |ji ⊗ |φk i and
(5)
j

1
|ϕ1k i = p
(V − Ek )|ϕ0k i.
1 − Ek2

(6)

Using the equation S 2 = V 2 = I, it is easy to show that
in the above basis
p




−1 0
E
1 − Ek2
S=
, V = p k 2
. (7)
0 1
1 − Ek
−Ek
We define the unitary walk operator W = SV which
0
has eigenvalues
e±iθk and eigenstates |ϕ±
k i = (|ϕk i ±
√
i|ϕ1k i)/ 2, where cos θk = Ek . Thus, by preparing
an initial state of the form B|0i ⊗ |φ̃0 i and performing
phase estimation of W , we obtain either eigenvalue ±θk
with probability |hφk |φ̃0 i|2 , and the post-measurement
state is |ϕ±
k i. We can also use iterative phase estimation [37] which simply uses an ancillary qubit C prepare in the state |+i, performs C W , and measure the
ancilla in the |±i basis, whose conditional probabilities
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are p±|k = 21 (1±Ek ). Repeating reveals Ek and prepares
one of the states |ϕ±
k i.
While the states |ϕ±
k i are not eigenstates of H, we can
nonetheless use them to compute expectation values. For
instance, say we we want to estimate hφk |σ|φk i for some
multi-qubit Pauli operator σ. Observe that


Γσ − Ek2
1
±
hφk |σ|φk i
(8)
1
+
hϕ±
|σ|ϕ
i
=
k
k
2
1 − Ek2
P
where Γσ = j |βj |2 (−1)σ?Pj and σ ? Pj = 0 when σ and
Pj commute and σ ? Pj = 1 when they anti-commute.
Since Ek is known from the state preparation and Γσ
can be computed efficiently, this gives us access to any
static correlation functions.
Alternatively, if we insist on preparing an eigenstate of
H rather than |ϕ±
k i, we have two solutions. First, ignoring the sign in the phase during phase estimation directly
furnishes |ϕ0k i as the post-measurement state. Second, we
can simply apply B † and measure if the control qubits
are returned to the state |0i. It is straightforward to verify that this occurs with probability 12 and that in case
of a positive outcome the resulting state of the system
qubits is |φk i. In the case of a negative outcome, the
quantum computer is collapsed onto the state |ϕ1k i. At
this point we can perform quantum phase estimation of
W which will randomly project onto |ϕ±
k i, and iterate.
The probability of a positive outcome after ` iterations
`
is 1 − 21 .
In either case, these procedures make the scheme fully
compatible with the Zeno ground state preparation outlined above [14]. Had we instead chosen to perform adiabatic evolution with the operator W (g) itself, we would
have had to worry about the spectral gap to the states
orthogonal to the space spanned by the |ϕ±
k i. But by
completing a deterministic projection as described in this
paragraph, we are guaranteed to always remain in this
invariant subspace.
Fewer Single-Qubit Rotations by Unary Encoding — The
walk operator W is composed of V and B. The complexity of transformation V stems from its multiple control, i.e. it applies a Pauli operator conditioned on one
of N possible value. Each application of V requires
O(N log N ) Toffoli gates. The complexity of B stems
from its dependency on N real numbers βj . So just by parameter counting, B requires Ω(N ) generic single-qubit
gates. But this last argument breaks down when several of the βj are equal, as naturally occurs in condensed
matter systems and lattice gauge theories.
Suppose the (rescaled) Hamiltonian takes the form
H̄ = |β0 |2 I +

K
X
k=1

|βk |2

Nk
X

Pjk

(9)

j=1

P
PK
such that k Nk = N and k=0 |βk |Nk = 1, which is a
special case of Eq. (1) where the |βj |2 are restricted to
K distinct values. In lattice models with short-range interactions, K is a small constant and all Nk are roughly

equal to the number of particles n (deviations are caused
by lattice boundaries). To reduce the number of generic
single-qubit rotations used to implement W , we will increase the number of control qubits from log(N +1) to N ,
which we partitions into K registers, with register k of
size Nk . The algorithm will proceed exactly as above, except that the control register will be encoded in a unary
basis, i.e. |ji = |00 . . . 0100 . . . 0i where the 1 is at position j, and the state |j = 0i = |00 . . . 0i.
To implement B in this representation,
we use a KP √
qubit rotation to prepare the state k Nk βk |mk i where
m1 = 1 and mk+1 = mk + Nk , and we use the unary representation. In other words, this state is a superposition
of a 1 in the first position of each register and √
requires
K generic single-qubit rotation. Then, using N SWAP
gates, we delocalize the 1 in each register to obtain
|βi = β0 |0i +

X
k

βk

Nk
X

|mk + ji.

(10)

j=1

To achieve this, we assume that
√ Nk is a power of 2
and we simply apply the gate
√ SWAP in a binary-tree
like structure, noting that SWAP(α|0i + β|1i)|0i =
α|00i + √β2 (|10i + |01i). When Nk is not a power of 2,
we can simply pad by adding terms Pjk = I for j > Nk .
√
The total number of SWAP gates used to implement
B is thus upper bounded by 2N . Note that to perform
quantum phase estimation, the circuit W will generally
need to be applied conditioned on some additional control register. To realize this, all we need to do is to control
the single-qubit rotations used to prepare the state
P √
Nk βk |mk i. The other gates do not need to be conk
trolled because they act trivially in the absence of these
initial single-qubit rotations.
The transformation V is straightforward to implement
in the unary representation. It consist in applying the
product of control-Pjk where the control bit is the jth
bit of the k’th control register. Because Pjk is a Pauli
operator, control-Pjk is a Clifford gate, so V is entirely
composed of Clifford gates. To summarize, the original
binary encoding uses log N control qubits, O(N ) generic
single-qubit rotations, and O(N log N ) third-level gates
(Toffoli) while the unary encoding uses N control qubits,
O(1) generic
single-qubit rotations, and O(N ) third-level
√
gates ( SWAP).
Lattices with Long-Range Couplings — The unary encoding provides an advantage when there are only a few
distincts coupling-strengths in the model, while the binary encoding is best when most couplings are different. Lattice models with long-range interaction provide
an intermediate regime, where there are many distinct
couplings, but each one is repeated an extensive number
of times.
P For instance, a long-range 1D Ising interaction J i<j σzi σzj /(i − j)α has K = n distinct coupling
strengths Jk = J/k α , and each strength is repeated n
times, falling somewhere between the unary and binary
encoding regimes.
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A good
P √compromise is to prepare a n-qubit coupling
state k nJk |ki to encode each coupling strength Jk
in unary representation,
and use a log n qubit register in
P
state √1n i |ii to encode the pair of sites i and i + k
that are coupled in binary representation. The transformation V can be realized by swapping qubits i and i + k
into position 0 and 1, applying a pair of Pauli operators
controlled by the state of the coupling qubit, and unswapping the two qubits to their original position. Swapping
a qubit into a given position can be realized with O(n)
uses of the third-level gate control-SWAP, in a circuit of
depth n (or log n using n/2 additional ancillary qubits).
Thus, this scheme requires O(K) generic single-qubit rotations, O(Kn) third-level gates and O(K + log n) ancillary qubits, which compares respectively to O(Kn),
O(Kn log(Kn)), and O(log(Kn)) for the binary encoding
and O(K), O(Kn) and O(Kn) for the unary encoding.
Discussion — We will now discuss the advantages and
drawbacks of the methods we proposed above. The main
drawback of using W instead of the time-evolution operator is the rescaling N ∈ O(N ) of the spectral gap. To
compensate for this rescaling, we will need to apply the
operator W a total of N t times to reach the same energy
resolution that is achieved with U (t). So the advantage
of the proposed method depends on the number of Trotter steps that are needed to achieve a constant accuracy
approximation of U (t).
Consider first a lattice model with short range interactions. The analysis of Appendix B in [38] shows that
the number of Trotter stepsprequired to implement U (t)
to accuracy δ is NT ∈ O(t nδ ). To resolve the ground
state energy – which is separated from the rest of the
spectrum by an energy gap ∆ √
– we need t  1/∆ and
n
δ  ∆, which yields NT ∈ O( ∆3/2
). Since each Trotter
step requires O(n) generic single-qubit rotations, the total cost of implementing an energy measurement capable
n 3/2
of resolving the ground state is dominated by O(( ∆
) )
single-qubit rotations. On the other hand, the combin
nation of schemes proposed here require O( N
∆ ) = O( ∆ )
2
n
single-qubit rotations and O(n N
∆ ) = O( ∆ ) third-level
gates. Thus, our approach could offer important advantages at intermediate values of n, when the gate synthesis
cost is dominant. We note that this analysis depends on
the error criteria used. The Trotter error may scale differently if one is interested not in the wave function but
only in expectation values of local observables.
Second, consider a quantum chemistry problem. By
the nature of Coulomb’s
P force, once
Pwritten in second
quantized form H = pq hpq c†p cq + pqrs Vpqrs c†p c†q cr cs ,
the Hamiltonian has O(n4 ) real parameters. Since every gate in a quantum circuit has a (small) constant
number of free parameter, we clearly need O(n4 ) generic
single-qubit rotations to implement a single Trotter step
e−iHδ . The analysis of [38] shows that the number of
Trotter steps required to implement U (t) to accuracy δ
n5
is NT ∈ O(t √
). The above reasoning thus leads to a
δ
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total number of generic single-qubit rotations O( ∆n3/2 ).
The unary encoding is not of much help here, but using
the transformation W instead of U (t) to perform an enn8
ergy measurement requires a total of O(n4 N
∆ ) = O( ∆ )
single-qubit rotations. This is a substantial improvement
over Trotter approaches.
Note however that the previous paragraph was formulated in terms in upper bounds. It was found empirically
that the number of Trotter steps can be much smaller
in practice [39]. Indeed, for a range of small molecules,
it was observed that the
number of Trotter steps needs
nγ
to scale as NT ∈ O(t √
)
with γ ∼ 2.5 instead of γ = 5
δ
revealed by the upper bound. This yields an overall scalγ+4
ing of O( n∆3/2 ) to resolve the ground state by Trotter
approximation. Using the same range of small molecules
as used in [39], we find that N scales like nη with η ∼ 1.6
as opposed to η = 4 suggested by the upper bound. This
η+4
yield an overall scaling of O( n ∆ ) to resolve the ground
state using our technique, leading roughly to the same
savings by a factor √n∆ as derived from the rigorous upper bounds above. It will be interesting to compare both
approaches for large molecules – which will be possible
once we have quantum computers with a large number
of logical qubits.
Taylor expansions schemes [9] rely on breaking up the
time-evolution operator U (t) = U (t/r)r into r segments,
and approximating each segment by a Taylor series
U (t/r) ≈

K
X
1
(−iHt/r)k .
k!

(11)

k=0

To resolve the ground state, r needs to be greater than
kHk
kHk
∆ , and K ∼ log( ∆2 ). The scheme then proceeds by
implementing a unitary transformation W similar to the
one constructed here, but with the sum of Eq. (11) replacing the Hamiltonian. While the Hamiltonian has N
terms, this sum has ∼ N K terms, so requires K times
more gates. So in summary, our scheme has all the advantages of the Taylor series, except that it only needs a
first order K = 1 expansion and uses a single segment,
kHk
thus requires Kr ∼ kHk
∆ log( ∆2 ) times fewer gates.
Finally, we see that the main cost of using W stems
from the rescaling factor N , which is equal to the sum
of the absolute value of the terms of the Hamiltonian.
To improve the scaling, we need a different function
f (H) with a smaller Lipschitz constant near E0 . For instance, the Taylor series and quantum signal processing
approaches [40] allow us to synthesize functions where
f (H) are degree-K polynomials. However, the reduction
in N comes with an multiplicative cost O(K). We leave
this problem open for future research.
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